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Abstract. In emerging computing paradigms, such as mobile, ubiqui-
tous, and pervasive computing, the relation between context and require-
ments is evident. Context might be a main factor to determine the set of
requirements relevant to a system, the alternatives that can be adopted
to meet these requirements, and the quality of each of such alternatives.
In spite of that, most requirements engineering (RE) research ignores, or
presumes a uniform nature of, the context where the system operates.
A RE framework specialized for systems reflecting their context is still
missing. Before influencing the behavior of software, context influences
the behavior of users. It influences user’s goals and their choices to reach
these goals. Capturing this latest influence is an essential step towards
software developed to meet user’s requirements in different contexts.
In this report, we develop a goal-based RE modeling framework for sys-
tems operating in and reflecting varying contexts. We propose the contex-
tual goal model that captures the relation between alternatives for goal
salification and context. Moreover, it provides constructs to hierarchi-
cally analyze context and identify alternative ways to judge if a context
holds. We illustrate our proposed model via a scenario of promotion mo-
bile information system.

1 Introduction

The advances of computing, sensors, and communication technology helped the
realization of new computing paradigms such as ambient, ubiquitous and perva-
sive computing. These paradigms weave computing systems with humans’ living
environments to transparently meet their needs [1]. Context, a core element of
these settings, can be defined as the reification of the environment, that is what-
ever provides a surrounding in which a system operates [2]. Context can influence
the requirements of a system and the variants a system can adopt to meet its
requirements. Moreover, context is by nature variable in these paradigms and it
calls for new approaches to create system that can adapt to context changes.

Software systems are means to reach user requirements and they are not
requirements per se [3, 19, 4]. One important source of requirements is the user’s
goals and their variant choices to reach them. Context has influence at this level,
the goal level, deciding what goals to reach and how to reach them. For example,
in a health care institute for people with dementia, a caregiver may have the goal
G1: “patient is involved in social life” which is activated in a context like C1: “the
patient is feeling bored and it has been long time since his last social activity”.



The caregiver could reach G1 by reaching one of the alternative subgoals G1.1:
“take the patient for a trip in the city” and G1.2: “a relative or an old friend of
the patient comes to visit him”. The alternative G1.1 is adoptable if the context
C1.1: “the city is not crowded” holds, since people with dementia usually get
anxious in crowded places. An automated system built to support the life of
people with dementia should reflect the caregiver goals (G1, G1.1, and G1.2), the
rationale (G1.1∨G1.2 → G1) and adaptation to contexts (if C1∧C1.1 then G1.1).

Goal models (i* [5], Tropos [6], and KAOS [7]) represent an intentional
ontology used at the early requirements analysis phase to explain the why of a
software system. They have been used to represent the rationale of both humans
and software systems [8] and they provide useful constructs to analyze high level
goals and ways to satisfy them. Such features are essential for the analysis and
the design of a software system supposed to reflect stakeholders’ rationale and
adaptation to varying contexts [9, 10].

In this report, we propose a modelling language for contextual requirements.
We propose the contextual goal model that associates context and requirements
at the goal level [11, 12]. To this end, we propose a set of variation points on
Tropos goal model where context may influence the selection between variants
for goal satisfaction. Moreover, the context at each of these points needs to be
specified. The specification here refers to the way through which the truth of
context is judged. For this reason, we propose modeling constructs to analyze
contexts and identify variant ways to judge if a context holds (refining [13, 14]).

This report is structured as follows. Section 2 outlines a system scenario
of promotion information system to be used as a running example; Section 3
briefly discusses Tropos goal modeling concepts; Section 4 gives definition of
context from the perspective of requirements engineering; Section 5 proposes
the contextual goal model that incorporates context with goals and provide
constructs to analyze context; and Section 6 concludes the report.

2 Running Example

In this section, we briefly explain an example of a system operating in and
reflecting varying contexts and we use it to explain our proposed contextual goal
model. We consider an information system for promoting products to customers
inside shopping malls. The customers and sales staff are provided by PDAs as
a communication and interaction device. The system can satisfy its main goal
“promoting a product to a customer” through different execution courses. The
adopted execution course depends on the context the includes the characteristic
of customers, products, sales staff and other elements in the shopping mall.

To initiate the promotion process, a certain initial context has to hold: the
customer is inside the mall building and he may accept an interaction for the
promotion of a product. This context activates the need to reach the main goal of
the system that is the useful promotion of the products to interested customers
to increase their sales. The system at runtime has to monitor such a context to
decide upon when to activate the promotion of a product.



Promotion can be done through several alternatives and each alternative may
require a valid context. One of these alternatives is cross-selling. Promoting a
product, by cross-selling it, requires that the product complements or it is usually
sold together with an already chosen or bought product by the customer. If this
context holds, the system has to show a demo to persuade the customer and
then to display the place where the customer can go and pick up the product
from.

Another alternative to promote a product is offering a discount on it. To
promote by offering a discount, the system has to monitor if the product needs
to be finished soon and if the customer is interested in the product through
analyzing his sales history or current behavior inside the mall. If such context
holds, the system generates and gives a discount code for the customer to provide
at the cash desk and benefit from the discount.

Some products can be promoted by giving a free samples of them to cus-
tomers. To promote by offering a free sample of a product, the system has to
monitor if the product is new to the customer. “product is new to a customer”
is a high level context which may mean that the customer never bought the
product, the product is newly released, or the product is local to the mall region
while the customer lives in a different region where the product is not local in.

Adopting the promotion by free sample, the system has to decide the way to
deliver the sample to the customer. Assigning the delivery task to a sales staff
is adoptable when the sales staff is close to and speaks a language in common
with the customer, and knows well about the product. Delivering the sample
by self-service machine requires that the customer knows how to use such kind
of machines, and the machine has a short queue, and it is not so far from the
customer.

If delivering the free sample by a sales staff is adopted, the system has to
notify and guide the sales staff to meet the customer. If delivering the sample by
machine is adopted, the software has to explain about the product, get customer
confirmation, give an authentication code to the customer to provide to the self-
service machine, and guide the customer to arrive to such machine. Guidance to
the machine can be done by showing a map and the path on it if the machine
is close or the path is simple. Otherwise, the system has to trace the customer
and direct him step by step.

3 Tropos Goal Model: Overview

Goal analysis represents a paradigmatic shift with respect to object-oriented
analysis. While object-oriented analysis fits well to the late stages of requirement
analysis; goal-oriented analysis is more natural for the earlier stages where the
organizational goals are analyzed to identify and justify software requirements
and position them within the organizational system [8]. Goal analysis justifies
the developed system by relating it to users strategic goals. In other words, goal
analysis answers the question “why is a software needed”.
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Fig. 1. Tropos goal model example

In Fig. 1, we show a partial Tropos goal model of the running example of
promotion information system to clarify our goal analysis main concepts. Tropos
goal analysis projects the system as a set of interdependent actors, each having its
own strategic interests (goals). Goals are analyzed iteratively and in a top-down
way, to identify the more specific sub-goals needed for satisfying the upper-level
goals. Goals can be ultimately satisfied by means of executable processes (tasks).

Actors (Customer IS and Mall Website) have a set of top-level goals (pro-
vide information to customer), which are iteratively decomposed into subgoals
by and-decomposition (all subgoals should be achieved to fulfil the top goal) and
or-decomposition (at least one subgoal should be achieved to fulfil the top goal).
The goal provide information to customer is and-decomposed into establish net-
work connection, get product identifier, and provide answer ; the goal provide
answer is or-decomposed into query mall database and get answer through web-
site. Goals are finally satisfied by means of executable tasks; the goal “get product
identifier” can be reached by one of the tasks “read RFID tag”, “read barcode”,
“let customer type product ID”.

A dependency indicates that an actor (depender) depends on another ac-
tor (dependee) to attain a goal or to execute a task: the actor Customer IS
depends on the actor Mall Website for achieving the goal get answer through
website. Soft-goals are qualitative objectives for whose satisfaction there is no
clear cut criteria (easy connection is a rather vague objective), and they can
be contributed either positively or negatively by goals and tasks: establish wire-
less connection contributes positively to easy connection, while establish wired
connection contributes negatively to easy connection.

4 Context in Requirements

Context has been defined in multiple computer science disciplines especially in
artificial intelligence (for a survey see [15]). It has been also defined in the litera-
ture of emerging computing paradigms, such as ubiquitous, adaptive, and mobile
systems [16, 2, 17], that our requirements engineering framework is developed
for. A specific definition of context strongly depends on the domain it is used in.



For example, in a context sensitive search engines, a user may search the term
“java” that could mean a programming language or an island. To disambiguate
the searched term, the engine may look to the context that can be the query
history. If the user asked recently for the term “cgi programming”, then most
probably he is looking for the Java programming language [18]. In the rest of this
section, we adapt a definition of context from the perspective of requirements
engineering, namely goal-oriented requirements engineering.

As broadly accepted, software is a means to meet user requirements [3,
19, 8, 20]. Software is developed to solve a problem in the users world and to
help them to reach their goals. In line with this view of requirements, Tropos
requirements analysis projects a system, either organizational or software, as a
set of interdependent actors. Each actor has goals which are partial states of the
world an actor attempts to reach. Tropos goal analysis represents alternative sets
of tasks that an actor may execute trying to reach its goals. In other words, tasks
are not required per se, but are means to reach goals. Actors are autonomous
in deciding what goals to reach, how, and how well to reach them. We here give
a definition of actor, adapted from [6], that is going to be the observer of a
context:

Definition 1 (Actor) an actor is an entity that has goals and can decide au-
tonomously how to achieve them.

An actor can be of different types such as human actors, software actors,
or organizational actors. The main characteristic of an actor is the autonomy
in deciding the way to reach its goals. This includes the ability to decide what
goals to reach, how, and how well to reach them. For example, a sales staff is
a human actor that may have the goal of conveying appropriately information
about products to customers. The sales staff has the ability to decide when to
activate this goal and what to do to reach it. The staff may reach such goal
by making a phone call with the customer or by delivering information to him
in person and the decision between these two options is left to the sales staff
himself. The decision taken by an actor depends on the state of a portion of the
world such actor lives in. We call such a state as context:

Definition 2 (Context) a context is a partial state of the world that is relevant
to an actor’s goals.

The decision about the parts of the world that are relevant to an actor
decisions is of subjective nature. An actor does not observe the world for the
purpose of observation per se. An actor does that for better decision about what
goals to reach and what actions to do to reach them. Therefore, such decision
is influenced by properties over the world that an actor needs to observe. For
example, “customer is interested in a product” is relevant for a sales staff when
deciding whether to promote a product to a customer. The same context is
irrelevant when a sales staff needs to decide if to announce some new offers via
speakers. Moreover, there could be always viewpoints about that parts of the
world that are relevant to a decision. For example, to decide the adoptability of



conveying information to a customer via an information terminal in the shopping
mall, one sales staff attempts to verify the context “customer is very close to
one free terminal” and another one may attempts to verify “visitor is close to a
terminal or to a map showing the locations of terminals in the mall”.

Context is inherently partial and of a volatile nature. Actors may have partial
view of the state of the world. They may not be interested or able to capture
all the information that fully capture such a state. A state of the world may be
partitioned into dimensions such as spatio-temporal, personal, tasks, social as
proposed in [17]. This partitioning is a way of facilitating the way a state of
the world can be described and captured. The world is volatile and could be in
different states. A partial state of the world that is uniform does not influence the
decisions of an actor. For example, if the promotion information system operates
in a geographic area where shopping malls do not provide information offices,
then the system does not need to observe if there are such offices when deciding
the way to convey information to a customer. The decision is made once while
developing the system and applied in all museums the system will operate in.

5 Contextual Goal Model

Current goal modeling approaches do not support the relationship between goals
and contexts. Although, they offer a way to identify variant solutions for goal
satisfaction, there is no explicit representation of the relation between a solu-
tion and the context where it can be adopted. Supporting variants and contexts
separately raises two important questions: “why does the system support several
variants and not just one?” and “what can the system do if context changes?”.
This means that an integrated analysis of goal model variants and contexts may
allow for a more complete specification of requirements for systems reflecting
their varying context. However, enumerating the goal model variants and speci-
fying their corresponding contexts separately may be very hard: (i) we may have
a huge number of variants and then specifying a context for each of them can
be extremely time consuming; (ii) each variant can be very complex and then it
may become very difficult to specify its corresponding context.

We propose the Contextual Goal Model where variation points are introduced
to link contexts and goal model variants. For example, Fig. 2 shows a partial
Tropos goal model for the promotion mobile information system where contexts
are annotated (Ci) at a set of variation points. We define the following variation
points where context can be specified influencing the goal model variants:

1. Or-decomposition: the adoptability of each sub-goal (sub-task) in an Or-
decomposition may require a specific context. For example, “promoting the
product by cross-selling” can be adopted when the product can be used
with another product the customer already has (C2), while “promoting by
offering discount” is adopted when product is discountable and interesting
to the customer (C3), and “promoting by free sample” can be adopted when
product is free sampled and new to the customer (C4). The alternative “get
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Fig. 2. Tropos goal model with contexts annotation at the variation points

free sample from a machine” can be adopted when customer has experience
with such machines and can reach the machine and start to use it in a little
time (C5).

2. Means-end : goals can be ultimately satisfied by means of specific executable
processes (tasks). The adoptability of each task may require a specific con-
text. For example, “get customer confirmation by voice recognition” can be
adopted when the customer place is not noisy, and the system is trained
enough on the customer voice (C7), while the alternative “get customer con-
firmation by clicking” can be adopted when the customer has a good level
of expertise with regards to using technology and a good control on his fin-
gers, and the used device has a touch screen (C8). The task “show path to
sample machine on the mall e-map” is adopted when customer can arrive
easily to that machine (C9), while “trace and instruct customer to sample
machine” task is adopted when the path is complex (C10). The task “notify
by vibration” can be adopted when sales staff is using his PDA for calling
(C11), while “notify by headphone voice command” is adopted in the other
case (¬C11).

3. Actors dependency: a certain context may be required for an actor to attain
a goal/get a task executed by delegating it to another actor. For example,
the customer information system can satisfy the goal “deliver a sample of
the product to customer by sales staff” by delegating it to the sales staff
information system, when the corresponding sales staff has the ability and
time to explain sufficiently about the product to customer (C6).



4. Root goals : root goals may be activated only in certain contexts. For example,
to activate the goal “promote product to customer in mall”, the customer
has to be inside the mall building and may accept getting promotion of the
product (C1).

5. And-decomposed goal/task : the satisfaction (execution) of a sub-goal (sub-
task) in an And-decomposition might be needed only in certain contexts; i.e.,
some sub-goals (sub-tasks) are not always mandatory to fulfil the top-level
goal (task). For example, the sub-task “show customer current place to sales
staff” is not needed if the customer stays around and can be seen directly
by the sales staff (C12).

6. Contribution to soft-goals : softgoals are qualitative objectives, i.e., there is
no clear-cut criteria for their satisfaction. Softgoals can be contributed either
positively or negatively by goals and tasks. The contributions to softgoals
can also vary from one context to another. For example, a goal like “es-
tablish wireless connection” contributes differently to the softgoal “reliable
connection” according to the distance between the customer’s device and
the wireless access point. A task like “get customer confirmation by voice
recognition” contribute negatively to the softgoal “less disturbance” when
there are other people around the customer and it is so quite (C12)

5.1 Context Analysis

Similar to goals, context may need to be analyzed. On the one hand, gaol analysis
allows for a systematic way in discovering alternative set of tasks an actor may
execute trying to reach a goal. On the other hand, context analysis should allow
for a systematic way in discovering alternative sets of facts an actor may verify
trying to judge if a context applies.

We specify context as a formula of world predicates. The EBNF of this for-
mula is as shown in Code 1:

Code 1 The EBNF of world predicates formula
Formula :- World Predicate | (Formula) | Formula AND Formula | Formula OR Formula

We classify world predicates, based on their verifiability by an actor, into two
kinds, facts and statements :

Definition 3 (Fact) a world predicate F is a fact for an actor A iff F can be
verified by A.

Definition 4 (Statement) a world predicate S is a statement for an actor A
iff S can not be verified by A.

An actor has a clear way to verify a fact. It has the ability to capture the
necessary data and compute the truth value of a fact. A fact is not a subject of



viewpoints. In other words, when a fact is true for an actor it will be also true
for others. For example, a world predicate such as “customer recently bought the
product from the mall” is a fact. To verify this fact, the Customer IS system actor
can check the purchase history of the customer since a number x of days ago.
A world predicate such as “two products, p1 and p2, are usually sold together”
is also a fact. The system can check the sales record of all customers and check
if the two products p1 and p2 are often sold together. “product is not in the
shopping cart of the customer” is a world predicate that is a fact the system can
verify using an RFID reader in the cart and check if the product (identified by
its RFID tag) is in the cart of the customer.

Some world predicates are not verifiable by an actor. We call such predicates
statements. A world predicate can not be verified by an actor for reasons such
as:

– lack of information: an actor may be unable to verify a world predicate
because of the inability to capture the information necessary to verify it. For
example, “customer does not know about a new product” is a statement from
the perspective of an actor such as the sales staff in a shopping mall. The
staff can not obtain all the information needed to verify this statement. The
staff can not monitor if a customer has read about the product somewhere
on the web or has been told about it by a friend.

– abstract nature: some world predicates are abstract by nature and do not
have clear criteria to be evaluated against. For example “customer is inter-
ested in a product” is a world predicate that an actor, such as a sales staff,
has no precise way to judge if it holds and be certain of the judgement. It is
a concept that refers to a customer’s mood that there is no way to verify it
by an actor rather than the visitor himself.

Some decisions that an actor takes may depend on contexts specifiable by
means of only facts, while some other decisions may depend on contexts that
include also statements. For example, to decide if to promote a product via offer-
ing a discount, the system (Customer IS system) has to judge if the context C3

applies. This includes deciding the truth of the world predicate wp=“customer is
interested in the product”. Such world predicate is a statement that the system
can not verify. However, this statement can be refined into a formula of facts
and other statements. For example, the refinement could consider the behavior
of the customer in the mall and his purchase history. If customer is in the prod-
uct area for long time examining it or if he is coming to the product area often
and touch the product, then the system may judge that wp holds, i.e., judge
that the customer tends to be interested in the product. We call the relation
between such a formula of word predicates and a refined statement Support, and
we define it as following:

Definition 5 (Support) a statement S is supported by a formula of world pred-
icates ϕ iff ϕ provides evidence in support of S.



In an iterative way, a statement could be ultimately refined to a formula of
facts that supports it. That is to say, the relation support is transitive. If a for-
mula ϕ1 supports a statement S1 and S1∧ϕ2 supports S2, then ϕ1∧ϕ2 supports
S2. However, refining a statement to a formula of facts is not always possible. We
may have statements that could be unrefinable to facts. For example, “visitor did
not visit any other shopping malls during the last month” is a world predicate
that can not be verified by a sales staff for the lack of information. Moreover, the
staff would not be able to find a formula of facts that he can verify to support
such a statement. In our contextual goal model, we allow only for contexts that
are specified by means of facts and/or statements that are supported by facts.
We call the kind of statements and contexts that we deal with as monitorable
statements and monitorable contexts and we define them as follows:

Definition 6 (Monitorable Statements) a statement S is monitorable iff there
exists a formula of facts ϕ that supports S.

Definition 7 (Monitorable context) a context C is monitorable iff C can be
specified by a formula of facts and monitorable statements

A monitorable context, specified by a world predicate formula ϕ, applies if
all the facts in ϕ and all the formulae of facts that support the statements in ϕ
are true.

Context analysis aims to discover if a context is monitorable and to find the
formula of facts that specifies it. Context analysis starts with specifying a world
predicate formula that represents a context. This formula may contain both facts
and statements. For example, taking the context C1 of the contextual goal model
shown in Fig 2, this context can be specified as a formula of world predicates
C1 = wp1 ∧ wp2 where wp1=“customer is inside the mall building” and wp2=
“customer may accept getting promotion of the product”. Obviously, the world
predicate wp1 is a fact that the system can verify on the base of obtainable data
(position of the customer can be obtained through a positioning system) while
wp2 is a statement and we need to find if it is refinable into a formula of facts.

To see if a context is monitorable, the statements in the formula that specifies
that context need to be refined into formulae of facts that support them. A
statement can be analyzed iteratively to ultimately discover a formula of facts
that an actor can visualize in the world and that gives evidence in support of
the analyzed statement. In Fig. 3, we analyze the context C1. In this figure,
statements are represented as shadowed rectangles and facts as parallelograms.
The relation support is represented as curved filled-in arrow, and the and, or,
implication logical operators are represented as black triangles, white triangles,
filled-in arrows, respectively.

As we mentioned earlier, we consider the relation support as a transitive
relation. For example, as shown in Fig. 3, the formula w1 ∧w2 ∧w3 supports the
statement wp2, the formula f5 ∧ f6 supports the statement w3, then the formula
w1 ∧ w2 ∧ f5 ∧ f6 supports the statement wp2. Consequently, a statement may
be refined iteratively to reach the level of facts. In the same figure, we show the
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formula of facts that supports the statement wp2. The Customer IS system actor
can verify this formula to judge if wp2 applies.

Analyzing context allows us to discover what data an actor has to collect of
the world. The analysis allows us to identify the facts that an actor has to verify.
These facts are verifiable on the base of data an actor can collect of the world.
For example, taking the facts of the context analysis shown of Fig. 3, we could
develop a data conceptual model, shown in Fig. 4, that the promotion system
has to implement and maintain in order to verify facts, judge if the analyzed
contexts apply, and take decisions at the corresponding variation point of the
goal model.
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To illustrate our proposed constructs to analyze context, we show more ex-
amples of context analysis and their corresponding data models In Fig. 5.
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Fig. 5. Examples of context analysis and elicited data models.

The analogy between goal and context analysis is shown in Fig. 6. Goal anal-
ysis provides constructs to hierarchically analyze goals and discover alternative
sets of tasks that can be used to achieve such goals. Context analysis provides
constructs to hierarchically analyze contexts and discover alternative sets of facts
the system has to verify to judge if a certain context holds.
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whyto
verify

why
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Fig. 6. The analogy between Goal and Context Analysis

6 Discussion

The decomposition of the system into the functional part captured by goal model
and the monitoring part that is captured by context analysis, and the associ-
ation between variation points of goal model and the analyzed context allow
for a systematic contextualization of the system at the goal level of abstraction.
Contextualization can be done at two different times:

– contextualization at deployment time: when deploying the system to one
specific environment, and when we know a priori some contexts that never
change in that environment, we can consequently exclude the support of the
goal model variants that their contexts never apply at that environment. For
example, if the software is going to be deployed in a mall where the noise
level is always high due to the nature of that mall (for instance, the mall
is located in an open area, or the mall sells products of a specific nature),
the context C7 will never, or rarely, be satisfied, and therefore the deployed
software for that mall can exclude the functionality of voice recognition as a
way of interaction with customers.

– contextualization at runtime: some other contexts are highly variable and
should be monitored at runtime to know what variant to adopt. Conse-
quently, the software has to monitor context, by collecting data of its envi-
ronment and validating the formulae of facts that specify contexts assigned
to the variation points, and then adopt a suitable goal model variant. For
example, the distance between customer and the self-service machine is a
context which has always different values, and whether the software has to
guide the customer to the machine using the alternative “trace and instruct
customer to machine”, or “show path to machine on the mall map” depends
on the actual value of this variable distance.

The hierarchical context analysis has the potential to make a context (i) more
understandable for the stakeholders, (ii) easily modifiable as it is not given as
one monolithic block, and (iii) more reusable as parts of the statement analy-
sis hierarchy can be also used for other variation points or other stakeholders
context specifications. Specifying for each fact the related fragments of the data
conceptual model is useful for purpose of tracking. For example, if for some



reason, a group of stakeholders decided to drop, to alter, or to reuse one alter-
native, statement, or fact, we still can track which fragments in the conceptual
data model could be influenced.

Example 1. a certain mall administration could decide that to promote by of-
fering discount, it is not required that “few pieces of the product left”, and it
is, instead, required that the fact “[p] sales < 80 percent of the average sales of
[p] in this period last years” is true. In this new context specification (C3′), one
part of C3 is deleted, one is reused, and another is added as shown in Fig. 7a.
Removing the fact “few pieces of product[p] remained”, leads to remove the cor-
responding data conceptual model fragments (the class store, and the association
class contain). To verify the new fact, the system needs the sales records that
are already represented in the data model fragment MC3. Therefore, the new
data conceptual model for C3′ will be like shown in Fig. 7b.
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Fig. 7. A modified context C′
3 and its data model.
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